**HOUSEHOLD REFUSE**
Domestic wastes and plastics in general, in addition, coated gift wrapping paper, paper, lower labels, Urban paper, photo graph sheets, kitchen paper, adhesive tape, carbon paper, paper napkins, paper tablecloths, paper napkins, wrapped food, carpenter’s wrapping, or food bags, keep bags, paper tags (boxed, fixed), fixed packaging (coated, laminated), waterproof center bags, washing powder, detergent, clean bags.

Inflammable, non-recyclable household rubbish such as synthetic material, wood, compound packaging, paper, perfume, car tires, bulbs etc are also disposed of with domestic waste. Only in a AVAX rugbag or bags with the AVAX sticker.

**CARDBOARD RECYCLING (BUNDLES)**
Compost and all other kinds of anni- culated cardboard packaging belong in the cardboard collection. Shrink and vegetable packaging etc. (not in cont-

**PAPER RECYCLING (BUNDLES)**
Newspapers, magazines, papersheets, un- tumbled packaging of foods, telephone directo-

**WASTE COLLECTIONS for private households (Cham-
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**HIGH SEASON: KERBSIDE COLLECTION ROUTES FOR HOUSEHOLD REFUSE, PAPER & CARDBOARD**
2 January – 31 April; 4 May – 31 October & 1 – 31 December 2021

**LOW SEASON: KERBSIDE COLLECTION ROUTES FOR HOUSEHOLD REFUSE, PAPER & CARDBOARD**
1 – 30 November 2021
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ALUMINUM RECYCLING

Council recycling points for aluminum cans are positioned in the public places. Locations see on frontsite.

Retailers also supply containers for aluminum cans. Pet food tins, tubes, foil and other aluminum parts do not belong in the public containers. These can be disposed of free of charge at the Tschingeley Recycling Point.

GLASS RECYCLING

Return bottles to the council recycling points (blue containers or Melik containers). Locations see on frontsite.

The following do not belong in the glass recycling: windows, mirrors, car windows, clay, ceramics, porcelain which should be included in the mineral refuse and taken to the Grabenbucket Recycling Point. Hotels and restaurants should bring their glass directly to the Tschingeley disposal.

PET

PET bottles should be returned to the retailer. For events – even private functions – PET tins or PET bags (available at the Tschingeley Recycling Point).

Paint pots containing dried paint do not belong in the tin containers but should be disposed of as special refuse.

BATTERIES

Batteries should be returned to the retailer or placed in the battery boxes at the recycling points. Locations see on frontsite.

Power packs, car and machine batteries can be returned free of charge to the dealer and can be disposed of at the Tschingeley Recycling Point at a charge.

OLD CLOTHES AND SHOES

Textiles collected separately include wearable clothes and shoes, curtains, table cloths and bedding. Clothes and shoes should be separated and packed in bags. Damaged or soiled shoes and textiles belong in the household waste. Old clothes can be brought to the Tschingeley Recycling Point during opening hours.

MEDICINE

Return to any pharmacy free of charge.

ANIMAL WASTE

Animal waste (offal, bone, fat) and waste-products of slaughter (skins, bristles and feathers) should be brought to the Talgürgü depot. Animal corpses up to a weight of 200 kg should also be handed in to this point. Individual corpses of pets weighing up to 1.5 kg may also be buried on private ground and should be covered by at least 50 cm of earth.

CHEMICALS

Solvents, acids, mercury from thermometers, paint, varnish etc. can be returned to the point of sale free of charge. Paint can be disposed of at a charge at the Tschingeley Recycling Point.

TREES, CHIPBOARD, PALLETS ETC.

Can be brought to the Grindelwald wood burning heating plant every Monday from 9.30 to 11.30 am.

Only small quantities of a maximum of 0.5 tons, corresponding to approximately 200kg of wood, will be accepted. Individual items must not exceed 1m in length or 25cm in diameter, nor contain any iron moundings or aluminium.

SMALLER BULKY HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

Tied together tightly or in boxes (with official sticker for bulky items)! Items collected with household waste on the kerbside collection route.

Price: Sticker for bulky items CHF 7.80.– (on sale wherever rubbish bags are sold)

LARGE BULKY HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

(according to the contractor’s rates)

Furniture, beds, mattresses etc. (no poisonous substances or chemicals). By private transport or local transport company. Priced according to weight at the Tschingeley Recycling Point.

BUILDING WASTE & INSULATION MATERIA

(price of skip according to the contractor’s rates)

Disposal of building rubble, rubbish and industrial scrap metal is the responsibility of the building owner, or contractor, respectively!

SCRAP METAL

Cars, moped, bicycles, scrap iron and metal, sheet metal, coloured metals, pans etc. can be disposed of at the Tschingeley Recycling Point.

Charges for disposal on request.

ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES

As a recycling charge is imposed in advance on all new appliances purchased, the following appliances can be returned to the retailer free of charge or brought to the official ENI-ESWO collection point at Tschingeley (only private households):

- Office, telecommunications and computer appliances, home-entertainment electronics, small and medium-sized household appliances.
- Exception: Electronic machines (e.g. electric tools and electric garden machines) purchased at Landi can only be returned free of charge at LANDI-outlets.

LIGHT BULBS

So-called discharge lamps (fluorescent, energy-saving, sodium, mercury, induction and halogen lamps), compact fluorescent lamps (energy-saving bulbs with or without ballast), halogen lamps, fluorescent lamps (fluorescent tubes) and LED lamps (light emitting diodes) can be taken to the electrical companies as well as the Tschingeley Recycling Point free of charge.

No incandescent bulbs: no normal incandescent bulbs and halogen incandescent bulbs contain no harmful substances and can therefore be disposed of as household waste.

TIRES (WITH OR WITHOUT WHEELS)

Old tyres (with or without wheels) can be returned to point of purchase or disposed of at the Tschingeley Recycling Point at a charge.

OIL

Cooking oil and machine oil can be emptied into the corresponding container at Tschingeley Recycling Point.

PLASTIC BOTTLES AND BEVERAGE CARTONS

Collecting with the recycling bag.

The 35 liter collecting bag is available at the AVAG centers.

COLLECTING WITHOUT BAGS

Furniture, beds, mattresses etc. (no poisonous substances or chemicals). By private transport or local transport company. Priced according to weight at the Tschingeley Recycling Point.

Client advisor Tel. 033 226 56 56
Warning: No collecting tours. The bags must be deposited at the disposal site Tschingeley (Burglauenen).
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